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T

his issue of the Review emerged from events-both disturbing and wonderful-that
have
been a part of our community life this fall. The disturbing events, of course, are the rumors of
war that weigh on us all each day. Dr. Oscar Arias-former President of Costa Rica-addressed
the campus in August . Dr Arias was awarded a Nobel Peace Prize for his instrumental efforts
in ending the decades of political violence that wracked the countries of Central America. His
talk entitled "Peace and Justice in the New Century" was thought-provoking and important.
We hope that reprinting it here will give his message further opportunity to challenge our
campus community.
The next three essays in this issue give further development to this theme. Anthony Thompson shares with us a compelling group of photographs from his exhibition, "Waste Land: The
Legacy of the Cold War in America."This group of photos is a chilling reminder of what's left
over from a past not so far behind us. The legacy of the cold war, Thompson documents so well,
is residual, physical, and disturbing . Paul Murphy begins his essay by reminding us that the
memory of war is "something so destructive, we are loath to lose the personal testimony to its horror
contained in personal memories. When those memory-bearers die, all that we will have are history
books and the various other media by which we gain knowledge ofthe past-books, movies, monuments,
photographs, paintings, and oral tradition. Together these create a collective memory, and it isfrom this
memory that the lessons ofwar will be learned." Indeed, Arias, Thompson, and Murphy present

us with lessons to be learned. Finally, Kim Theriault presents commentary on the response to
war found in the "actualities" of GVSU artist, Renee Zettle-Sterling. This essay guides readers
through another set of memories, those based on interviews with veterans of war. Renee ZettleSterling's exhibition Engaging Memory: Contemporary Interpretations ofWar presents a series of
Actualities that act as mouthpieces for the past. All told, these four essays bring to us four very
different perspectives on a topic of current and often disturbing importance.
The "wonderful" event that became a kind of cornerstone moment for the arts this fall was the
"Literary Evening of Poetry and Conversation" in October 2002 at the Loosemore auditorium .
Robert Hass, Naomi Shihab Nye, and Billy Collins, three poets with international reputation,
were received by an eager and rapt crowd at GVSU's Pew campus downtown. These poets have
graciously allowed us to reprint from their work in this issue and in the spring issue. We thank
Patrica Clark, whose poetry also appears in this issue, for helping to bring these poets to our
community.
Two other poets of note, Anita Skeen and Karl Elder, were our guests at the Loosemore
auditorium in September. Their work is also sampled again in this issue, a wonderful reminder
of the pleasure of hearing them read from their work.
Our own local writers - Kim Douglas, Millie Jackson, and Kim Ranger-have shared some
delightful work with us, Stan Krohmer, some photography, and Desmond Graham-a poet
whose work we are privileged to print through a connection with our colleague in English,Jim
Persoon-has shared with us two poems. Finally, Catherine Frerichs brings us back to teaching,
but not without connection; she too has us thinking about memory.
-Dan

Royer
Editor

